Evaluation of Stiffness and Strength of Scots Pine Wood Using Resonance Frequency and Ultrasonic Techniques

elastcity is time- and money-consuming when applied to standing trees. This may lead to reduced opportunities for determining the optimal use of the produced wood from standing trees (Ilic 2003).

Modulus of elasticity (MOE) is a property that describes the material stiffness. A high value of wood MOE indicates that the wood has a high resistance to deformation (Liang and Fu 2007). Several studies have considered the relationships between the dynamic and static modulus of the elasticity of wood; some of these are reported by Liu et al. (2006), who investigated the dynamic modulus of wood using the transverse and longitudinal vibration techniques. They showed a significant linear correlation between the static MOE and the dynamic MOE obtained from both techniques. Sales et al. (2011) ascertained the accuracy of the ultrasonic and transverse vibration techniques for evaluating the static bending modulus of elasticity. The authors indicated that the values of the coefficient of determination for the ultrasonic technique and for transverse vibration were significant and that both techniques were valid tools for the nondestructive evaluation of the MOE of structural timber pieces. However, few reports have considered the comparison of resonance frequency and ultrasonic techniques for predicting the modulus of rupture of Scots pine wood. The acoustic wave velocity transmission through timber can be affected by several factors, such as moisture content, temperature, grain orientation, density, decay, and geometry (Beall 2002).

The main objective of this study was to investigate the dynamic modulus of elasticity of Scots pine wood by flexural vibration, longitudinal vibration, and indirect ultrasonic techniques, and to evaluate the degree of the association between the dynamic MOE obtained by the three different techniques with the static MOE and MOR.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
The experiments were carried out using 40 specimens of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.). The dimensions of each specimen were 20 mm x 60 mm in the cross section and 500 mm in length. The dynamic modulus of elasticity was determined for each specimen using ultrasonic and resonance vibration techniques. After the nondestructive evaluation, the specimens were tested in a static bending test.

Methods

Flexural and longitudinal vibration techniques
The specimens were supported by rubber threads, and the flexural and longitudinal vibrations were induced by impacting the specimen with a hammer, as shown in Fig. 1, for each test. An ultra-linear measurement condenser microphone Behringer (type ECM8000) and afire-wire external soundcard (Edirol FA-101 with 24-bit/192 kHz sampling frequency) were used for recording the signal.

The longitudinal and flexural vibration frequencies were measured by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer.

The dynamic longitudinal and flexural vibration moduli of elasticity were calculated according to Equations 1 and 2 (Ilic 2001b; Cho 2007),

\[ MOE_{LV} = 4L^2 f^2 \rho \]
\[ MOE_F = \frac{4\pi^2 f_1^2 L^4 \rho}{\beta_1^2 i^2} \]  

where \( MOE_{LV} \) is the dynamic modulus of elasticity based on longitudinal vibration, \( MOE_F \) is the flexural dynamic modulus of elasticity, \( f \) is the frequency of longitudinal vibration, \( f_1 \) is the fundamental frequency of the free-free flexural vibration in the first mode, \( L \) is the specimen length, \( \rho \) is the wood density, \( i \) is the radius of gyration of the cross section, and \( \beta_1(4.73) \) is a constant corresponding to the first mode of free-free flexural vibration.

**Fig. 1.** Test set-up for longitudinal vibration (a) and flexural vibration (b)

**Ultrasonic technique**

Measurements of the ultrasonic velocities were made with a Portable Ultrasonic Nondestructive Digital Indicating Tester (PUNDIT). The device, equipped with two 150 kHz piezo-electric transducers (transmitting and receiving transducer), generates an ultrasonic impulse by electronic excitation of the transducer. There are three test set-ups that can be used to measure the ultrasonic velocity using PUNDIT; they are the direct, indirect, and semi-direct measurements (Fig. 2). The measurements were conducted in this study with only the indirect (surface) method. In order to estimate the exact length of the transmission path, a series of measurements with the transducers at different distances were performed.

**Fig. 2.** Direct, indirect, and semi-direct ultrasonic measurements
The ultrasonic velocity was calculated using the following equation (Bucur 2006),

\[ V_{US} = L \cdot t^{-1} \]  

where \( V_{US} \) is the ultrasonic wave velocity (m.s\(^{-1}\)), \( L \) is the specimen length (m), and \( t \) is the transit time (s). The dynamic modulus of elasticity based on indirect ultrasonic was determined through the one dimensional wave equation as follows (Bucur 2006),

\[ MOE_{US} = V_{US}^2 \rho \]  

where \( MOE_{US} \) is the dynamic modulus of elasticity based on indirect ultrasonic (Pa), \( V_{US}^2 \) is the ultrasonic wave velocity (m.s\(^{-1}\)), and \( \rho \) is the density of wood (kg.m\(^{-3}\)).

**Torsional vibration**

The test was performed using the apparatus used in flexural vibration; the microphone was placed above the end at one corner of the sample and the torsional vibration was established by hitting the other end at the corner as described in (Nakao and Okano 1987). The shear modulus value was calculated from the following equation (Cho 2007),

\[ G = \left( \frac{2Lf_1}{n} \right)^2 \frac{\rho I_p}{K_t} \]  

where \( G \) is the shear modulus, \( f_1 \) is the torsional vibration frequency at the first mode, \( n \) is the mode number, \( \rho \) is the wood density, \( I_p \) is the polar moment of inertia, and \( K_t = 0.141bh^3 \) (\( b \) and \( h \) are the cross-sectional dimensions).

**Static bending properties**

Static bending tests were conducted according to BS 373 (British Standard Institution 1957) using a universal testing machine (Zwick testing machine, model no. Z050). The wood specimens were equilibrated to a MC of 12% at 20°C and 65% relative humidity.

The wood density at 12% moisture content was determined from the weight and volume of the specimens. The values of the static bending modulus of elasticity were recalculated as described in Teranishi et al. (2008), by taking into account the value of the shear deflection in the center-load bending test according to Equation 6,

\[ E_{true} = E_S (1 + \alpha) \]  

where \( E_{true} \) is the static bending without the shear deflection effect, \( \alpha = \frac{6}{5} \left( \frac{E_S}{G} \right) \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^2 \), \( E_S \) is the static bending \( MOE \), \( G \) is the shear modulus, \( h \) is specimen depth, and \( L \) is the span of bending.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mean values of density, acoustic wave velocity, and their descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1. Physical Characteristics of Scots Pine Wood**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>$V_{LV}$</th>
<th>$V_{US}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>453.4</td>
<td>4926.5</td>
<td>5026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV (%) *</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>4195.4</td>
<td>4364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>5698.5</td>
<td>5837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* CV is the coefficient of variation

It was observed that the average ultrasonic velocity ($V_{US}$) was higher than those obtained from longitudinal vibration ($V_{LV}$). Several researchers have reported that the longitudinal wave velocity by ultrasonic techniques was higher than the longitudinal vibration techniques (Baar et al. 2012; Bucur 2006). Machado et al. (2009), in a study on three wood species, reported that the indirect ultrasonic method of testing had lower values than that using the direct method. However, a strong relationship existed between both, with an $R^2$ value of 0.90. Thus, the difference between the ultrasonic and longitudinal vibration wave velocity will increase when using the direct method. In addition, the direct method cannot be applied to wood members in-service, because the ends of the wood would be unavailable (Machado and Palma 2011).

The mean values of the static bending properties, modulus of elasticity without shear deflection effect ($MOE_{true}$), shear modulus, and the dynamic modulus of elasticity determined by the three testing techniques, and their descriptive statistics of Scots pine wood are shown in Table 2.

**Table 2. Mean Values of Modulus of Rupture, Static Modulus of Elasticity, Shear Modulus, and Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MOR</th>
<th>$MOE_S$</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>$MOE_{true}$</th>
<th>$MOE_F$</th>
<th>$MOE_{LV}$</th>
<th>$MOE_{US}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>9015</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>9885</td>
<td>10260</td>
<td>11026</td>
<td>11805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV (%) *</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6007</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>6510</td>
<td>8060.5</td>
<td>8304</td>
<td>8518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>13100</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>14162</td>
<td>14506</td>
<td>14654</td>
<td>15783</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All values are in (N.mm$^{-2}$); * CV is coefficient of variation

The mean values of the dynamic modulus of elasticity based on flexural vibration ($MOE_F$), longitudinal vibration ($MOE_{LV}$), and indirect ultrasonic ($MOE_{US}$) were 13.8, 22.3, and 30.9% higher than the static modulus of elasticity ($MOE_S$), respectively. These findings were in agreement with those obtained by other researchers, indicating that the
dynamic MOE values obtained by the NDT techniques were higher than those from the static tests.

Haines et al. (1996) reported that the mean value of Young’s modulus obtained from the ultrasonic method exceeded the MOE by about 17 to 22%. Wang et al. (2008) observed that the mean values of the dynamic MOE by the ultrasonic method were greater than those of the static MOE by 7.1%, 16.1%, 14.2%, and 9.0% for Japanese cedar, Taiwania, Douglas fir, and Southern pine, respectively. Smulski (1991) reported that the dynamic MOE values for maple, birch, ash, and oak were on average 22, 27, 23, and 32% higher than the observed values of the static MOE, respectively. Yang et al. (2002) found that the longitudinal resonance MOE was 39% and it was 36% higher than the static MOE for the clear and decayed wood, respectively. The difference between the dynamic and the static modulus of elasticity is attributed to the visco-elastic behavior and damping properties of wood. When a force is applied for a very short duration, wood exhibits elastic behavior, and when a force is applied for longer time, wood then behaves as a viscous material (Halabe et al. 1997).

Figures 3 to 5 show that the correlation coefficients (r) between the static modulus of elasticity (MOES), and the dynamic modulus of elasticity determined by the flexural vibration, the longitudinal vibration, and the indirect ultrasonic techniques, were 0.96, 0.86, and 0.73, respectively, indicating strong correlations.

The developed regression models were statistically significant at the 0.05 confidence level for all of the relationships. Several studies have shown a good relationship between the dynamic modulus of elasticity and the static modulus of elasticity of wood (Ross and Pellerin1994; Yang et al. 2002; Ross et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2008).

In general, the values obtained from the resonance vibration (flexural and longitudinal) tests were found to be near to the MOE values, rather than those obtained by the ultrasonic test. Moreover, the regression models showed that the correlation coefficients (r) between MOEs and the resonance vibration MOE (flexural and longitudinal) were higher than those between MOEs and the ultrasonic MOE.
The observed relationships were similar to the findings of Liang and Fu (2007), who reported that the dynamic MOE obtained from the resonance frequency by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique was closer to the static MOE and gave a higher precision degree than the ultrasonic and stress wave techniques. Ilic (2003) concluded that the resonance vibration techniques are useful for providing an indication of the MOE of wood. Ilic (2001b) reported that for uniform wood materials, vibration techniques are characterized by simplicity, speed, and ease of use. The presented results showed that the flexural vibration MOE gave the highest correlation coefficient in comparison with the other two nondestructive techniques.

In the present results, to reduce the difference between the static and dynamic MOE values, a special method was applied to the static bending values (Equation 6). This method takes into account the value of the shear deflection in the center-load bending test.
By using this method, the difference between the dynamic and static modulus of elasticity was reduced. The mean values of the dynamic modulus of elasticity based on flexural vibration ($MOE_F$), longitudinal vibration ($MOE_{LV}$), and the indirect ultrasonic ($MOE_{US}$) were 3.8, 11.5, and 19.4% higher than the true static modulus of elasticity ($MOE_{true}$), respectively. Figures 6 to 9 show significant correlations among the $MOE_{true}$ and the dynamic modulus determined by the three different nondestructive techniques. Teranishiet al. (2008) conducted a study on 30 hardwood and five softwood species to reduce the difference between the static modulus and the longitudinal vibration modulus of elasticity; they used the values of the static bending $MOE$ without the effect of shear deflection. The differences between the static and dynamic $MOE$ before and after the shear deflection was taken into account were 27 and 20%, respectively. Cho (2007) conducted a linear regression relationship between the true static Young’s modulus and the flexural vibration modulus of elasticity based on Timoshenko’s beam theory; the results illustrated the almost-perfect agreement between the two methods used.

As shown in Table 3, the three nondestructive techniques were well correlated with the static results for rupture testing ($MOR$). The correlation coefficients between the static modulus of rupture ($MOR$) and the dynamic modulus determined by flexural vibration, longitudinal vibration, and ultrasonic techniques were 0.90, 0.75, and 0.68, respectively. The highest correlation was obtained with the flexural vibration test.

Table 3. Coefficients of Linear Regression Formulas ($Y = a + bX$) for the Correlation between Modulus of Rupture and the Dynamic Elastic Modulus Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression equation</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$MOR = -14.5838 + 0.0087 \times MOE_F$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MOR = 8.6408 + 0.0059 \times MOE_{LV}$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MOR = 22.82 + 0.0044 \times MOE_{US}$</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$r$, correlation coefficient
Several studies have indicated good correlations between the static MOR and the dynamic modulus of elasticity of Scots pine wood. Horáček et al. (2012) reported a significant correlation between the static bending properties and the dynamic modulus of elasticity for Scots pine wood. The correlation coefficient was $r = 0.96$ and $r = 0.74$ for $MOE_s$ and $MOR$, respectively.

The results shown in Figs. 3 to 5 and Table 3 indicated that the correlation coefficients between the dynamic and static $MOE$ were higher than those between the dynamic $MOE$ and static $MOR$. The developed regression models were statistically significant at the 0.05 confidence level for all of the relationships.

In order to investigate the behavior of the acoustic wave velocity due to the change in wood density, a simple regression analysis was used. Figure 9 illustrated the relationship between the wood density and the longitudinal wave velocity by ultrasonic and longitudinal vibration techniques.

In contrast to the one-dimensional wave beam theory, it was noted that there was an independent association between Scots pine wood density and the acoustic wave velocity. These results are compatible with the findings in literature by Baar et al. (2012), who investigated the effect of wood density on five tropical hardwoods. They showed that a change in the sound wave velocity due to a change in density could not be confirmed for any of the species. Smulski (1991) found no meaningful correlation between the stress wave velocity and the specific gravity for four northeastern US hardwoods.

Mishiro (1995) examined the effect of density on the ultrasonic velocity in the three anatomical directions on seven softwoods and 12 hardwoods. He reported that although the ultrasonic velocity in the longitudinal direction was independent of the density as a whole, it could be divided into three groups; (1) ultrasonic velocity increased with increasing density, (2) independent of density, (3) decreased with increasing density.

Fig. 9. Relationship between density and acoustic wave velocity
On the other hand, Oliveira and Sales (2006) observed an increasing trend in the longitudinal ultrasonic velocity as the density of Brazilian tropical woods increased. Ilic (2003) indicated that the microfibrils angle (S2 layer) can control the propagation of the stress waves through wood. In addition, wide ray parenchyma cells may influence the propagation by altering the fiber direction away from the longitudinal direction and may decrease the wood stiffness. Gerhards (1982), in his state-of-the-art review, reported several factors affected the stress wave transit in lumber, such as temperature, moisture content, and decay.

It is possible that heterogeneity and the variability nature of wood had a role in this behavior. Further studies of additional parameters such as grain angle, temperature, and moisture content, together with density could give a better understanding of the behavior of the acoustic wave velocity through timber.

CONCLUSIONS

1) The evaluation of static bending properties (MOE and MOR) of Scots pine wood using flexural vibration, longitudinal vibration, and indirect ultrasonic non-destructive techniques was studied. The mean values of the dynamic modulus of elasticity based on flexural vibration (MOE_F), longitudinal vibration (MOE_LV), and indirect ultrasonic (MOE_US) were 13.8, 22.3, and 30.9% higher than the static modulus of elasticity (MOE_S), respectively.

2) This difference was reduced by taking the shear deflection effect into account for static bending tests. There were good significant correlations between the static bending properties (MOE_S and MOR) and the dynamic modulus of elasticity obtained by vibration and ultrasonic techniques, indicating that the three techniques are valid methods for the prediction of the actual modulus of elasticity and the modulus of rupture of Scots pine wood. The correlation coefficients between the dynamic and static MOE were higher than those between dynamic MOE and static MOR. It was noted that there was an independent association between Scots pine wood density and acoustic wave velocity.
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